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PREFACE
The objective of this program was to demonstrate the capability of the
Westinghouse image registration techniques to perform a geometric quality
assessment o£ rn,uLti.spectra.I and rnultitemporal image paixs. Registration
measurements were per.forrned by connputer processing of images suppiied
by NASA-Goddard under Contract NAS5^20947. The program was conducted
by the Westinghouse Systems Development Division, Baltimore, under the
cognizance of Mr. Bernard Peavey of NASA^Croddard. The Westinghouse
program manager was Dr. Glexut E. Tisdale. Computer pragramraiing was
performed by Mr. David T. Bissell.
It was concluded that the Westinghouse techniques are capable of provid-
ing rnuitispectrai or multitemporal registration of LANDSAT imagery to
accuracies of a smali fraction of a pixel. They are insensitive to the choice
of registration area, provided terrain. detail is present. They may be im^
plemented at megapixel^per^second rates using cornn^.ercial minicomputers
in combination with aspecial-purpose digitai preprocessor.
It is recomxxxended that implemexxtatiox^. of the techniques as a quality













The prodigious data gathering capability of the earth resources satellites
offers wide application to many fields. it also provides the challenge to
extract useful information with a minim.uzn of data processing. One solution.
to this problem is to follow the initial assessment of a particular area with
the further detection of changes only. Howevex, change detection requires
detailed registration between the original (reference) image and the more
recent saznpie. Because of differences in spacecraft geometry and condition,
these rnuLtiternporal images, although visually similar, will not precisely
register, Unless the registration can. be held to within a small fraction of
an image element (pixel}, the change detection process svilL generally
produce errors or false alarms.
A solution to the registration problem lies i.n the modification of the
geometry of one image so as to correspond to the other. This could be
accomplished by visual comparison between corresponding well defined
rage points or objects. Aside from the effort involved, this process
suffers from the difficulty of defining corresponding points to txrithin a small
fraction of a pixel. Amore satisfactory answer lies i.n the comparison of
corresponding image areas usixa.g aL^tomati.c correlation techniques. im^
proved accurac}r is possiblo because the dzsplacerrsent values depend on an
array of image points. Random errbrs inherent in the location of a single
point are. averaged out by the correlation process.
Co.nvention^,l correlation techniques operate by comparing sample image







a. Because all of the image points are involved en an equal basis,
the process is inefficient from an information handling point of view,
N^ost image points (in areas o€ uniform. density, for exarsiple) carry little
ar no information. As a result, processing systems require large band-
width and storage capability.
b, Correlation of image density values is degraded by density varia^
bons caused by ambient illumination, seasonal changes, and differences in
sensor frequexa.cy (xnultispectral correlation.).
c, Initial acquisition between images is inefficient and slaw if mis-
registration is sizeable, or if differences exist in relative oxientation and
scale.
d. Indiv9.dual correlation xneasurennents provide no indication of the
direction in which a match condition will be located.,
As an outgrowth of a research program in pattern recognition, Westing-
house has developed digital image registration techniques that resolve the
problems stated above. These techniques were applied originally to auto-
matic target recognition tasks, where very significant differences between
iri^ages rxaust be accommodated. As a result, they operate on the global
pattern of an image area, as opposed to the specific density samples.
The objective of the reported program was to investigate the .feasibility
of using the ViTestinghouse image registration techniques as a quality control
tool, offering rapid assessment of the geometric comparison between ixxiage
pairs. The program was initiated in 1975 by Mr. Bernard Peavey of
NASA-Goddard, following the description of the techniques by ^N'estinghous^;.
The goals were tc demonstrate and measure registration performance on
IaANDSAT images suppl"zed by NASA anal to establish the feasibility of im-
plemen.ting the capability at megapixel-per-secnnd rates..
y'^,
^^
The report will proceed i.n Section 2 with a detailed review of Westing-
house image registration techniques. The test program. to measure
registration perfornn,^.nce is described iu Section 3. Ixnpieme.ntation at
znegapixel-per second rates is discussed ix^. 5ectian 4. Finally, conclusions














Z. WESTINGHOUSE TECHNIQUES FQR INI.AGE REGISTR^'^TION
A fully automatic ixxiage registration technique should provide for initial
acquisition of the match between the images as well as the precise com-
parison of their individual points. The initial acquisition should. be pos sibte
even though tkie images differ in relative orientation, position, and scale.
Same existing correlation techniques require close manual alignment be-
tureen the images before detailed comparison is pos^aible. The Westinghouse
technigoes, based on the recognition of global irr^age patterns, provide auto-
matic acquisition. capability, as well as precise final alignment of image
points. They are based on acompany-sponsored development started in
1965. U. S. Patent No. 3, 74$, 644, entitled "Auton^.atic Registration of
Points i.n Two Separate Images, "was issued to Westinghouse on July z4,
1973, to cover this approach. In addition to the concepts covered in the
patent, Westinghouse has developed proprietary methods for digital image
processing that are incorporated i.n the registration operations.
Since the digital image preprocess sing methods are basic to the imple-
mentation o.f the Westinghouse registration technique, they are described
in paragraph ^. 1. In particular, this paragraph describes a method for
image preprocessing that greatly reduces image data oandwidth and e:^tracts
key image information in the foam of edge centaurs and overall statistics.
Next, paragraph 2, 2 is a description of how these . preprocessor outputs are
used in the genexal case of initial acquisition between images when limited
prior knowledge is available with respect to their relative orientation,
position, and scale. After completion of initial acquisition, or if sufficient
prior information is available to permit initial positioning, prat.: sion regis-
tration or tracking may be accomplished at high speed, using a teci^a.ique
described in paragraph 2. 3.
2^1
2,. I D^ital Image Pxeprocess^r_
image registration operations axe accomplished by a hybrid digital is3nage
processor, consisting of aspecial-purpose preprocessor {to extract Ley
image data) followed by a progrGLmrnable geners.I-purpose processor {to
extract registration vectors). A description of processor hardware is
contained in Section 4. In this paragraph, the operations ^. the special
purpose preprocessor are described. Registration operations are described
in paragraphs 2. 2 and 2. 3.
The function of the preprocessor is to extract the features required for
registration computations from the gray level image samples. These
features are straight-line contours of density gradient. In e.^fect, the pre-
processor produces a Line drawing of the image, At the same time, the
data bandwidth is reduced by one or two orders of magnitude, depending on
the selected thresholds far minimum gradient detection and- line length. Zx^.
addition, the preprocessor routinely extracts statistics associated with a
uniform matrix of image areas. Duri,^.g this program, these ;. •.tural
statistics were used in the selection of appropriate prefilter s, a.s dis-
cussed in paragraph 3. 3.
Operation of the preprocessor is on a tine-by-Line basis with respect to
the input image. There.^ore, video. data may ba _handled directly. Further-
more, storage requirements ir3. the preprocessor are limited to single Lines
of data only. The preprocessor comprises a series of shift registers.
Data flaw through the Line extraction pux.• tion of the preprocessor is showxx
in Figure 2-1.
We will demonstrate the individual preprocessor operations with. the use
of LAVDSAT in^.ages 1703M17590 (Reel 2) and 7.739-1?575 {Reel 2) reprer
renting location V 36 deg, W 1Z^ deg..{near Fresno, California) on Sune 26,
1974, and August 1, 197, respectively.. Partiob.s of these images {I1^SS
Band 4) are displayed in Figure 2-.2. in particular, we will concern. ourp
selves with the windows A and A^, measuri.ng l25 ^ 1.25 pixe^.s in size.
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Figure 2 , 1. Flow of Data Through the Preprocessor
Gray 1eve1 density values far these two areas are shown by Figure ^-3.
The nuxazbers represent the density to the nearest of 16 levels. Numbers
above 9 are indicated with aza overprinted !'^!'. Large numbers represent
dark areas.
2, 1. I Txnage Prefiltering
Sefare preprocessing the images for brie extraetia.^E, spatial filterixzg
operations may be gerforxx^ed on the gray level daEa far purposes of noise
smoothing ar equalization of .resolutiox3. i.n both dimensions. . Tt was faua.d
desirable to provide filtering between the sensor-scan lines of the LANDSAT
data, as expla.zned in paragraph 3. 3. Filtering between lines, requires
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76-Ql4S-PB-9
Figure Z- 2. Portions of LANDSAT Images - (a) 1703-17590 and (b) 1739-17575 in tl^e Vicinity


















































2. 3.. 2 Gradier^.t Extraction	 ___,
To generate the straight--line contouxs {subsets) of the image, it is first
	 _
necessary to compute the two-di^.nensional gradient (derivative} at each 	 _._.- .	 ,.
image .point. As showza. in Figure 2^4, this is doU.e with . a four-pixel window, 	 ^ ..
which scans across the image i.n a raster format. The gradient arn,plitude	 ^._.^ ^	 ^
and direction are approximated as shown. The gradient direction (0 to 36a	 - -
degrees} is quantized to one of lb discrete directions, as depicted in the	 - ..^' ;i ^.
	
,, '^ 	 diagram. Ta suppress the areas of negligible gradient activity {containing 	 -- ^
E
no significant contour or edge information}, a threshold is applied to the	 ..	 Ii
gradient amplitude. Gradients with arn.plitudes -less than the threshold are 	 j
	
,^	 i
set at a. A display of gradient directions for windows A and A ` in Figure	 •---
	
!	 2-.2 is shown i.n Figure ^-5. The numbers indicate direction frorri light tQ
	
3	 `: ` I.
.	 dark in accordance with Figure 2-4. Nu;nbers above g are overprinted
__
with. a "^' `^
	
^^	 ^	 1i
2e 1. 3 Gradient Maxirrxi.zing 	 -._}
	
'^,	 After gradient threshaldi.ng, the edges are generally still too wiae for 	 %	 j
subset generation„ There£oxe, a gradient th in ;ri g opexs.tion is performed
	
j	 ^
that basically "skeletonizes" wide edges, 	 j
The algorithm uses a raster scanning window containira:g a gradient cell., 	 _...
	
_	 ^





i4 directions are coxxkpared to Y. The Largest gradient arx^.plitude is then re- 	
^...r ^
	 i
tained. This procedure is repeated sequentially far each gradient point ix^. 	 ---
the ixx^.age. The ma.xirrki.zed _gradient: display for images A ab.d A ` is shown	 _ •	 ^
by Figure 2.-b; .compare this with Figure . 2-5.
	
	 ^^ ^	 ^I
2. 7.. 4 SubsetGeneratioz3	 ^- - If
Subset generation is accomplished by "growing"aline forxn.ed by adjacent i
_._..:	 {	 ^
parallel gradients. As before, a 5-cell scanning window is employed (see
Figv.re 2-7). The new data point is labeled cell X. Its four neighbors are
	
I	 ...:
	^	 examined td find those containing a parallel (v^`ithin a tolerance} gra.dzerit
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GRADIENT AMPLITUDE = MAX. (O X, ^ Y^ + %MIN. (^ X, ^ Y}
^Y
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and X becomes the new endpoint, 	 Neighbors that are colinear to the gradient
L.
of X are exclia.ded to prevent false lines from forming. 	 The operational
cycle of the subset generator is diagrammed in figure Z-7.
Tha subsets derived from images A and A^ are shown in the graphic;^.l 	 '^
_._._
,-
plots in Figure 2-8.	 The subsets axe numbered consecutively according to
'; their lowest position on the plots. 	 The polarity (location of light and dark 	 ^^
I ^.,.	 i
sides) for each subset is coded by _the presence or absence of stars at both 	 ^	 j
3
^__.. V ends.	 In general, the absence of the star indicates a change froxxi light to 	 !
_
dark in the clockwise direction, fox an axis of rotation, about the upperrrsost 	
^,
^__! endpoint.	 .For hori^o.ntai subsets, the a^i.s of rotation is placed at the right 	 I
z
I
end. of the subset.
;^	 ^
':_.^:	 ' 2. 1. 5	 Texture Statistics
--; A second preprocessor function is the collection of statistics over_ a
--- ^ xnatri.x of square irr^age areas. 	 The xxaeasurerazents amount to a te:^tural 	 1
i analysis of the windows.. 	 They include histograz^s of gray density, gradient
--
!^ amplitude and direction, ax^.d subset length. 	 Average values for gray
density and gradient amplitude axe also computed.	 ^	 ^^
°-^ ^, ^ Initial AccLuisition
_	 -	 .-
^^
The Westinghouse image processing techniques can achieve registration 	 i .
between tiro Line-b -line scanned images of the same area totally independenty	 i
^
^Ji
of relative orientation and independent of position and scale over reasonable ,`
rs.nges.
	
The registration. outp^.t includes a measure of image similarity
`^^^ between the images, their . relative scale and orientation, and the transfor•-
_	 ^ rxaation of	 oi3its between irna^es.	 These ste s are carried out in the sequence 	 ''p	 n	 p	 }
',
shown i.b. Figure 2-g.
`^
.	 .
With reference to Figure 2 -9, video signals from both images are digitised	 i	 i
i_
^'^ and grepracessed to extract image density contours ar subsets, as described 	 '^
in paragraph Z. 1.	 The subsets axe defined by their endpoints. 	 Features-are	 ^	 ^
. foraned from tha subsets that consist of the geometric xel^tionships between	 ',	 {
^__ ..
.k :- .	 -
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Figure 2-g. Registration Steps for Initial Acquisi'tio.n
^t
r
_	 xelative position,- orientation, or scale. For e.xa^mple, these pxoperties can
.	 ^^^	 include the relative angles between subsets. These features are compared
.^ between .images, Frith the initial .result being a mrrasure of similarity assoA
	
^.._J	 ci,ated with the xegistratiszn, as well as a measure of their relative arienta-.
	
^	 flora and scale. ^i'hen the similarity rx^,atch has been accomplished, endpoints
	
I	 an the corresponding contours in the i^.nages can be related. In particular,
the center point of one image can be located on the second image.
1	 I
	^^^	 The coanputations associated •with a pazr of subsets are listed in Figure
	
(-,^	 Z-.10. Subsets A$ and ^D in image A correspond tt: A'B' and C'D' in image
	
! - ^	 S. A geometric feature is £armed be^sreen the pairs b ^r con^a^:^ting endpoints
A and C and A' and C'. The angles between the subsets and the connecting
	
-'	 lines, 'Y
	 Y , and 7 1 and 'Y t ^acrill be equal i.f figures. ABDC ab•d A'T' D t G' are1	 2	 1	 2
	i	 sirn.iiar. Furthex^nore, their values are invariant with translation, .scale,
	























^^ '~^.	 A'{X1,Y.11 ,Di/'1S	 ,
A IX 1 Y 1 1 f 1	
^ O C' (XZ^ Y2'1	 1^2	 ^►
S ^;2
	 ¢^	 D'
C { XZY2}	 ¢
Feature Lists
	
^1^ r^. `^^ 5, X 9 Y i^ X2Y2	 ^1 f2 ¢^ S' X 1 Y 1 X2 Y2






Orientation, s¢ _ ¢ - ¢'
X0 = -X+SIS'{X'COS a¢+Y'SlN ^¢}
X,Y Transformation	 YO = -Y + SIS' IX` SIN .^¢ - Y' CO5 ^¢}
KYX  plane	 YC ^
Final Transforms
X' = S' /5 ^4X +X01 COS a¢ _ EY -F Y^} SlN ^¢^
Y' = S'/S ^{X+X01 S1N .]¢ ^ (Y ^-Y01 CAS ^¢^
74-0074-VA-336
Figure 2=10.. Coxnpvtal:ions i.ri the General Case o^ L.iitial Acquisition













die first elements in the geometric features used to achieve autorrsatic
acquisition. Sl^.^. •^ with these angles, the features also include the orients»
lion, Q, ^ t , of the connecting lines relative to a reference axis iti the
smage, and the . lengths, Sand 5', of the connecting. lines. They also include
the subset endpoints.
Initial acquisition is obtained by matching pairs of features between the
images with respect to 'Y, and by clustering the results with respect to rela»
five orientation and relative scale. If the tw q images are identical except
for translation, rotation, and scale, all the features will cluster at a point.
^ they have relative distortion, the cluster will be dispersed. The amount
of acceptable distortion is controlled by an ad3ustable threshold,
The center of the cluster provides values fo g- the relative orientation and
scale of the twa images. -These values may be used to del^:xmine a transfor»
mation between the x and y coordinates for the ttvo i^nage^. Since corres..
ponding features contain, endpoint coordinates, each pair can be used to
calculate the nominal coordinates of translation, x , y , between the0 0
images. These are again clustered to obtain an average over the images,
and to eliminate anomalies caused by symmetrical figures such as xectangles.
The cluster center in die x o, yo plane is used with the ^, 5 values to coin.-^
plate the final trans^orrnation from any point in. image B to the corxesponding
paint in image A.
Whex^ correction for image warp is desired (for example, in change de»
tertian operations), registration is carried ou.t on a anatrix of windows having
sufficient der_sity to accommodate the warp function«
If one or more parameters, such as relative scale, are known, then the
pxocess can be carried, aut with less computation., and with improved pre»








	 2.. l ^
IL	 p
t2, 3 Precision Registratipn.
The process of precision. registration can begin when the initial acquisition
between. images has been. coxn.pleted, ox it can be carried out directly if
reiative scale, orientation, anal position between. the ir,^^ages xesults in
differences between them arriouz3.ting tv only a few pixels. Precision regis--
tration makes use of preprocessor subsets, as did the initial acquisition
process. Howe vex: the cozxa.putations are greatly sirnpiified. Tn, fact, a
positional search, with sca],e and arie,ntativn known, is geneaaily- most
readily accornpiished by pe.rforxning a ana.trix of precision registration
^.nuasurerx^ents. These operation9 are demonstrated below.
"s he precision.registrs.tion process involves the matching of corxespvnding
subset endpoints between the two image areas and the computation of their
average relative dispiacem.ents by summation over the areas. With xeferen.ce
to Figure 2•- ll, windows are erected in one image arou^sd the Location of





Pasi[ion	 3	 Laeation of Subset End Poinis









Horizan[a1 Position in Image A'	 gg.pgp3•VA•3
















terminate within the windows, the displacement of the endpoint relative to
the window center is corrsputed. For the window at upper left in Figure
2^-1 ^. (Point Z}, the disptacexnent is Ax = 0, ^y = 0. For the window at
lower right (Point Z), the displacement is dx = +l, Ay = +1.






where ;^ is the tzumber of matching .endpoints,
The- registration algorithz^s includes a procedure fa y Dandling the occurrence
in the window o^ more than. one subset. ^n the event that no matching subset
is found, there is na contribution to the surnzzsatinn.
The error ixa. the displacement of computation of equation 2..1 depends an
the pasita.onal uncertainty of the subset e.ndpois^ts relative to the actual
ground characteristics they represent- and the number of x^zeasurements, n,
aver the area, as follows:
Positional '`dncertaintyError -	 _`-'	 (2^z)
^/ n
The posztion.al uncertainty includes the effects of noise in the sexa.sor system,
.the quantizing. effects of positioning to the xxearest pixel, . an:d the character-
- istics of the preprocessor in assig.n.ia.g endpoints to the subsets. .The summa.-
. tion . of these effects is expected to produce a positiaxsal uncertainty of about
2 pixels with the LANDSAT imagery, and in a random direction.
The positional uncertainty z.n equation 2-2 involves a pair of endpoints,
one in each image. Aceflrdirsgly, it is larger thats the estixxsate for one end-
point as stated. above. 7.f we designate the positional uncertainties for the
endpaisa.'cs as a and b, and the angle between there as 6, then the net indicated .
uncertain'^y, u., ;rill be givers by
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from simple geometry. Since the angle between them is as suax^.ed to take
any value at random, the average value for the terxxs on. the right is zero.	 I,:..___^
Accordingly, a good estimate far the combined positional uncertainty fora I._ .-,
pair of endpoints is the rms value .for two endpoints, or about 2. S pixels.	 '; _^
If I00 endpoint pairs-axe involved in a displacement measurement, in
i
accordance with equation 2»2, the expected error will be D. 28 pixel. Zf 	 ^__J ^	 j
400 - pairs are available, tho error would drop to 0, 14 pixel. Tf S00 were	 ,___}^
^	 €
available, the expected error would be 0, l0 pixel. An increase in image	 _-_- I
area usually results in a corxesponding increase i.n the number of available 	 _ I
i
endpoints. Therefore,. if an area of 125 pixels on each side produces a 	 - ,.,_., i
relative displacement accuracy o€ 0. 28 pixel, an area of 350 pixels o.n. a	 --	 {
side should produce an accuracy of 0. 10 pixel. 	 ^ I-
In Section 3, accuracy measurexzzents are discussed that can be compared 	
, ^^ r
with the above estimates. 	 ---•
2. 3, 1 Coxxiputatioxi of Relative Displacement
The characteristics of the displacement coanputation axe readily	 ^---°
visualized i.f a matrix of registration measurements is made in the vicinity
of the position of best rxxatch. Such a matrix is useful - for initial acquisition	 ^ "
if relative translation is present, but orientation. and scale differences are
rninnr. However, -few o€ these computations are ordinarily required when 	 ` '' -
i
acquisition has been made.	 r
A matrix of measurexn.ents for the windows A and A t of Figure 2»3 i.s	 "^
described in Figures 2-12, 2-14, and 2-15. The matrix includes 20 relative 	 `-^ ^
positions in both x and y, or a total of 400 computations. The matrix of 	 .,
Figure 2-1Z shows the number of xxaatching endpoint pairs (divided by 100).
^. this computer printout, the numbers along the axes relate to the coordi-
i
Hates of the windows on the 111'ASA digital tapes. The crossed lines locate 	 ^.^
the position of best match, which will be subsequently computed. The box. of
___
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Figure 2-.12. Matri.^ of the Number o£ Matching Subset Endpaints







iVote that in the vicinity of the best rx^.atch positioo., tha number of match
ing pairs rises we11 above sus rounding values. The increased values indicate
an increased correlation for these lacatians. Values for best match repre-
sent approximately ax^e^third the available subset endpoints.
Sarn.e matches will generally occur for axiy relative positioxx between. the
images. The actual uukx^.ber will depend on the size of the match window,
the density of subset endpoints, and the specific. algorithm for match
_acceptance. va. general, a co^nproxni.se will be required to balance as3, acle•-
quate leve], of matches to provide. for accu.racy,. with a limited number of .
randarn pairings.
To appreciate the n^.ethod for cosnp^.tation of the match position, i.t is
ia.seful to visualize the effect on the offset co^rsputations of sliding one set of
endpoints relative to the other. .In Figure 2.-13, this effect - is shown - for one
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Figure Z-13. Indicated Displacement Between Images as a Function of
Relative Displaeexrsent for a Single Image (Curve A) and Sepaxate
Izxxages {Curve B) of the 5arne Area 	 ..-_
I
The effect of sliding one image against itself i.s shown as Curve A. For this 	 ',
r
curve, randorrs matches will occur until the relative displacement is equi^ra ..	 _
lent to -3 pixels, at which point a match would be €ound between all endue 	 M '.
I^	 _	 ,,.




positions, a linear curve of dzsplacen-^ent would be described, as sho^^n.
_^
When the relative displacement, becomes +4, however, the output would again	 ^
be the result of random xr3.atches. 	 ^
_._._
For different images o€ the same area, a result similar to Curve B would 	 ^ '
be obtained. The values for indicated displacement are rec^.uced by the 	 4 ^ ^	 {r
_.,
positional uncextainty of the endpoints in each linage. A^ the edges of the
window, for example, this uncertainty will result in the less of sorrie xxaatch- 	 <--j

















Calculation of the relative displacement undex these conditions is carded
out by a determination of the point of crossing tlse relative displacement
a:ci.s. This is obtained by linear interpolation betureen the .dearest integral
positions,
Returning to images A and A', Figure 2•-14 provides a matrix of values
fax the indicated displacement in. the ^ direction (along the sensor scan Imes).
The coxresponding displacement in the y direction is givers by Figure 2-15,
In Figure 2--167 the indicated displacement versus relative displacement
frazn Figure 2» 1^ axe plotted for bath the vertical positions of ^- and 5, ..The
sirr^ilarity is obvious, Coxnputatia^n. of the crossover point by linear inter-•
potation would yield;
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Figure 2-15. Matrix far Indicated Displacexn.esa.t i.n they Direction
for Windows A and A' in Figure 2-3
An average for these two values is 0. b8. Since we are interested in per-•
,fArxning registrations a^ high speed, computation of displacement was
carried out for the present tests by using far both x az^.d y the values for
indicated displacement which axe- increased in: x and y by one unit. Tinder
these conditxaxas, the computatioaa for dx Mould become
_	 o, sa
X45	 0. 30 -^ 0, lb	 = 0.65	 (Z-5)
This value differs from the average .from equation 2-4 by 0. 03 pixel. Since
the nrxmbex of matches X140} would indicate a positi.otzal accuracy o.£ 0. 24








z	 ^: 1 ^
r
f	 I
In the y direction the fib •• ---_ ^xe extracted frox^x^ Figure 215 in the dawn- 	 ^ -'
ward direction for horizoxztal positions ^1 and 0. ^Ve have 	 ^; _^
_	 0. 3 5	 ._ _.
^y l	 0. 35 + 0.35	 = 0' S0	 ^.. _	 ^'^
0. ^8	 ^
^y0 = 0. a8 ^- 0. 2g	 = 0. 63	 ._
^2.,g^
i	 ^
aye + oya	^ a. 57	
1,^",
0. 3 5Qy
-I, 0	 0. 35 + 0. 2g	 - 0. 55	 ^^
1
The difference is 0.02 pixel in the y direction.
l:n the test program. described in Section 3, displ.aceme,nts were computed 	 -





















The objective of the test pragrain conducted far this study was to estab-
lish the feasibility of - the ^Vestinghause image registration. techniques to
register LANDSAT imagery, both multispectral and xnultiternparal, anal to
estimate the accuracy with which this could be accomplished. The following
tests were completed:
a. Multispectral registration bet^:reen all combinations of the four
?v1SS bands
b. Determination of an appropriate prefilter for the preprocessor
and selection. of preprocessor thresholds
c. Measurement of a distortion matrix between bulk xnultitexxiporal
image s
d. Measurexx^.ent of a distortion matrix between previously processed
and corrected sr^.ultiternporal images
e. Quality measurements on specially processed multiternporal
samples.
Paragraph 3, l is a description of the methods for preparing anal farm.att-
ing NASA digital tapes. The tests listed above are described in paragraphs
3, ^ to 3, 6. An estimate of registration accuracy is computed in paragraph
3. 7 from. the data collected in the individual bests.
3. Z Preparation of Test- Data_
AlI image data used in. perfar_rni.ng registration. measuren^,ertts were obtain .
ed frox^. NASA-Goddard on computer-compatible magnetic takes, m They were
processed at Westinghouse on a Ux^ivac lliQ system..
=Tape for^s3.ats are described in !NASA--GSFC Report ^-563- 73- 20 b, 'teener»
atian and Physical Characteristics of the ERTS MSS Sys tam Corrected. Com-


















The first step in data pxeparatior^ is to copy the tapes Froxxz 9-track
8^^-bpi farma.t to the 1].10 system standard of 9Atrack lbao -bpi.. Copying
the tapes provides a dump of 'the header identification and annotation
records, but it does not separate the four irriage bands.
The next step is to extract windows of 125 by .3.25 pixels each at desired
locations and to separate the four spectral bands. The choice of 125 by 3.25
pixels provides sufficient image area to verify registration measurements,
but with Low individual processing times. However, other .sues shay be
selected if desired. '[^l'here a uniforars matrix of windows is desired, these
nay be extracted autonnatically by the extra; tioxi program. The output of
the program is a magnetic tape containi^n.g a sequence of four windows for
each of the foza.r spectral bands at the desired locations. The density values
.for each image sample are cornplezx^.ented and reduced to six bits of resolu-
tion for input to the registration logic.
3, 2 MultiTpectral Registration
ln. testing a registration method, the measured performance must be
compared with son-ze reliable standard, ar grotand truth. The ground truth
may be obtained from
a, An exact knowledge of sensor geometry
b. .An alternate, mare reliable means For performing the zneasurernents
c. By averaging a series of unrelated measurements at the same paints.
The pos±tioriing yceuxacy and linearity of the LANDSAT images preclude the
reliance on sensor georrietry For images taker3. at different tunes (multi-
ternporal). However, the in^xages from the faun MSS spectral bands for the
same location are presumably in precise registration. Accordingly, i.x^.itial
testing consisted of the computation of the six xnultispectral combinations of
these bands. The results are displayed in Table 3-l. Throe scenes, each
125 by 125 pixels in size, were chosen fxozn ERTS-E-1"757-3.7574, located
an the California coast at longitude 120 deg W, and. latitude ^ 3a deg 30 ruin.
3w2















REGTSTRAT^O^.V MEASUREMENTS ^'CR MULT^SPECTRAL IMACxES
Relative
Adjacent Displacement
Value at D Paint Components Value of
Scene bands Displacement f^ia#ches SubsetsX Y X Y X Y
1 112 -0.74 +D,O$ +0.50 -0.74 +0.2$ -0.13 0.30 90 G01190
113 +O.OG -0.39 •0.7G X0.51 -0.07 +0.43 0.44 T1 601221
114 -O.^iS -0'.08 +0.32 •" 0.92 +O.GS a O.flB 0.56 26 G4/49
213 •0.09 +0.01 •0.77 -0.68 -0.30 -0.01 0.10 15c1 190/221
214 +O.L4 +0.54 +0.57 -x-0.30 +0.26 .E-0.64 0.58 50 ] 90149
314 -0.19 •^-4.04 +0:48 -0.53 •tD.28 -0.07 0.32 8a^ 221149
2 112 -0.7 G -0.09- +0.54 -^-0.83 +0.23 -x-0.05 0.24 234 1181274
113 -0.15 -FO.l G +0.51 -0.79 +D.23 -0.17. 0.29 1$5 1 GE132-a
114 +0.06 +0.10 •(3.43 -0.73 •0.12 -0.12 0.3 7 72 16$1184
213 +D. i 1 -0.06 -0.41 +0.64 -0.20 -^ 0.07 0.21 243 2741325
214 •F4.24 +0.06 -O.A6 -0.34 -0.75 •0.19 0.76 $9 2741784
314 -D.'i2 -10.04 +0.74 -0.72 +D.i4 -O.D5 0.'15 243 3251184
3 112 •0.04	 +0.02 a-0.95	 -0.81 1.O.D4	 -0.02 0.04 24G 165119G
113 •D.07	 +O.D^J -0.48	 -O.GS +0.33	 -0.12 0.18 57 3GG/i75
114.. No Lack No Lac1c No Lock -- 1cJ 166/743
. 213 +0.23	 ^	 -O:DS -0.38	 '^ .	 +0.34 -D.37	 ^	 ^ Q.13 0.39 G5 1961375
214 No Lack No Lock No Locic - 23 196/143
,314 -0.18
	
+D.D7 -^^0.55	 '0.01 40.25	 •0,01 0.25 161 17a1i43
76.0803.1.3
Scene l is a xnounfainous area, while scenes 2 and 3 are urban in nature,
In all tests, The x coordinate is Taken along The MSS scan (east west), whale
The y coordinate is between scans {narfh-.sou^hj.
Displacement carnponents in Table 3^1 were calculated in The manner
described in paragraph Z-.3. For These multispectral samples, The values at
the ^ = 0, y = 0 pt^sition in the dzsplacerrsent zx^.atrix should be 0,. Actual
values are tabulated in the third colu i7Cl.l'3. of the table. A crossover point as
abtained by selecting The adjacent diagonal indicated dzsplacernent value,
which exhibits a change ib. the sign of both components, a.nd by perfor^xzing a
linear interpolation. The resulting relative displacement components are
shown in the fifth column, The amplitude of Chas displacement is also
tabulated, together with. The number of exxdpoint matches, and the number of
subsets an fh.e images from which the matches a.;:•.: obtained.
If is of interest to plot The error as a function of the number of matches
in the window. The displacernen-f values of Table ^-1 are located. in Figure,
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Figure 3^ l: Multispectral Registxation .Error as a Function of
The 1Tumber of .Endpoint Matches in a window
3-4
n
Also shown are curves that describe the relationship of equation 2»Z for
valves of positional uncertainty for a pair of endpoints of 2, 4, and 6 pixels.
Except for image pairs including band 4, all measurements are within the
curve labeled 4. IE the assumption is made that the displacement corrspon,ents
in Table 3-1 are samples frnxn independent Gaussian distributions and that
equation 2-^2 holds, then a xxiaxinzum likelihood estimate of relative positional
uncertainty is 3, 43 pixels, using all the data.. This implies 3^ 43/x/2 ^ 2, 43





^lude band 4 are deleted, the estimate of single endpoint uncertainty is
2. 05 pl.xel se
L^: is noted that the pairs that contain band 4 are frequently high. ^. fact,
in two instances in scene 3, the pairing was so limited that no lock was
possible. Loss of lock was also encountered on band 4 for some of the multi--
temporal measurements (refer to paragraph 3. 3},
3. 3 Determinat^.on of Prefilter and Preprocessor Thres:^alds
During the processing of the multispectral ixxsage pairs, two peculiarities
of the LANDSAT image data were observed;
a. A striping effect between adjacen4: scan lines, evidently caused by
uneven sensitivity of the six parallel 1VlSS sensors. The effect is particula;^ly
noticeable i.n uniform areas such as water.
b. A predominance of vertical gradients in the image histograms.
Although this could be caused in part by striping between scan lines, an
additional cause might be the tighter spacing of data samples in the horizon
tal direction (along scan} than in the vertical, clirection (between li.nes). This
discrepancy, due to the IviSS scanning format, would accentuate the vertical
gradient component.
The above problems should be relieved by prefiltering of the i^.age data.





}.. A sznoothin filter that avera es all s care rou s of four i.xelsg	 g	 q	 g p	 p
fin a uniforrsx manner (single stage square filter)
2. Two stages of the above
3. A filter that averages ail vertical groups of two pixels uniformly
vertical correlation factor K = l vertical refaxs to wh.e crossin of scan 	 ^_"(	 ^	 )f	 g
line S)	 'i
4. A vertical .£filter with a correlation factor of Q. 4. This value is 	 '
calculated to correspond to the difference between vertical and horizontal 	 c
spacing of pixels in the MSS sensor.	 ^
In. addition, it was desired to establish the i.rnportance to the measure-
ments of two preprocessor thresholds, namely:
^ The minimum gradient amplitude that would be ac::epted^ }
._.
g The minimum subset length that would be retained.
The values under consideration for the minaxnun^ gradient amplitude were 	 : , .t
__._
2 and 3 gray levels (out of b4), anal for the minimum subset length, values
of 2, 3, and 4 pi..^els. 	 - ^''t
Various combinations of these filters anal preprocessor parameters were
tested on the rnultitemporal image pair of Figure 2^2, as discussed in
.._ _
paragraph 2. 1. The results for relative displacement are shown, i.rs Table
3.-2 and plotted in Figure 3..2^
The coluznn.s i.n Table 3-2 refer to
a. Type cif filter used; One or two sequential stages, using e^.ther a
square (2 x 2) array, or a corx^parison .:F•Etaeen. two pixesl arranged vertically
b. Minimum detected gradient amplitude
c. Mininzurr3 subset 1en.gth in pixels
d. M5S spectral band	 _.
e. The number of subsets obtained 	 _
f. The values for d^c anal ^y obtained as described in paragrpah Z. 3. l	 ,,
g. The posa.tion of indficated match obtained by linear interpolation






EFFECTS OF PREFILTERING AND PREPROCESSOR TIIRESI-IOLD SELECTION ON THE
MEA,SUI^EMENT5 OF RELATIVE DISPLACEMENT FOIL TI-IE W ^DOWS IlV I'`IGURE 2-2
Inmrpn{alion
Filter Grad MSL Rand Suhseis 4X aY X	 Y Matches
Two•5tage 3 3 1 i D1/69 O.i 4 • D.39 0,23.0.5B -t? 2G - 6.28 57
Square 3 3 2 1741101 0.23 - 6.25 0.30 • D,58 -0.4B • 0.34 77
3 3 3 1'131140 •0.03 + 6.35 0.24 • D.24 +0.08. 0.50 34
3 3 4 $5/17G Na sigrt change 0.57 • D.36 - 27
Ttivo•Stage 2 3 1 145!100 0.67-OA5 0.[6.0.52 -0.13.0.33 87
Square 2 . 3 2 1621152. D,26.0 .22 D 38 - D.49 •0:54 - D.44 98
2 3 3 761/279 •O.i4 +0.13 0.41 •0.10 +0 ^2 - 0.57 63
2 3 4 i0f1/165 •O.i4 +- 0.47 6.65	 0.22 +6.29 -0.75 37
Two-Stage 3 2 7 i3B192 D•29 - 0.25 0.35 •0.43 -D.54 • D.45 83
Square g 2 2 157/732 6.31 - 0.20 D.26 - 0.4R^ -D.61 - 0.35 ,r14
3 2 3 1421204 No sign change No sign changa No sign change 53
3 2 4 113/15D No sign change 0.71 - 0.1G - 3i
7wa•Staga 2 4 1 165179 D.2: - 0.43 0.32 - 0.48 -6.34	 D.40 72
Square 2 4 2 1 1311 12 0.2B - 0.76 D.3G - 0.45 -0.7r1	 OA5 61
2 4 3 1751763 -p.3:1.t 0.17 0.22 • 0.19 +0.66 - 0.5A 45
2 4 4 B2l125 -D.25 a U.12 0.63 • 0,4A aD.68 - 0.59 24
Two-Stago 2 2 1 197!141 0.15 - 0.34 0,27 • O.G2 ^ -0.30 - 6.25 1D9
5quore 2 2 2 229/210. 0.23 - D.i4 6.37 - 0.36 6.62 - 0.4G 137
One•Staga 2 3 1 1741129 6.D9	 0.49 D.23 - O.AG 0.75 - 0.33 9i
Square 2 3 2 2031199 D.02 ^ OA4
0.30 - [;,	 ^
7.34 • 0.23
'	 ,2G - 0.42
-0.04 - 0.59 l47
Nana 2 3 1 273f26^ 0,51 •6.88 188t
2 3 2 3221293 O.DS - U.31 0.38 - 0.34 -0.14 - 0.53 239
One•Staga 2 3 1 2671179 0.37 •0.03 0.2A - 0.42 -0.93. 0.3G 131
Vartica{
K=D.4 2 3
2 2211217 D.16 - 0.30 6.29 • 6.35 6.35 •0.95 147
Ona•Stage 2 3 1 79GJ16G 0.71 • 0.36 O.DS • 6.44 •D.23 - 0.10 120
Vertical
K ^ 1.0 2







Y = —i.4 PixeE
X = —3.4 Pixel




Y = +1.4 Pixel
X = +i.0 Pixel
KEY (Band Number in Symbol}
^ 2-Stage Square, Grad Z, MSL = 3 (^	 2-stage Square, Grad 3, MSL = 3
Q No F91ter, Grad 2, MSL = 3 ^	 i-Stage Vertical, Grad 2, M5L = 3
K = 4.4
Q 1•Stage Square, Grad 2, MSL = 3
1 •Stage Vertical, Grad 2, MSL = 3
Q 2•Stage Square, Grad 3, MSL = 3 K = i
Q 2•Stage Square, Grad 2, MSL = 2 Window Coordinates (Upper Left)1703
	
X = 4fi0	 Y = 1213
2-Stage Square, Grad 2, MSL = A 1739	 X = 436	 Y = 14i2
7fi-0803-VA-3 2
Figure 3 -2. E^3:ec^ts o .£ Pre^iltering and Preprocessor Thresk >.old Selectio^on
Relative Displacement 1lileasuremexzts fur the ^19'indows in Figure 2.»^
3-8





With reference to Figure 3- g, it is apparent that displacern.ents for
bands 3 and g are separated from the results for bands l and 2 by an
,^	 average of approxirxzately 0. 5 pixel. However, it is noted from Table 3»2.
^..i that limited numbers of endpoints were available ,for these measurements. 	 ^
Although gro^snd truth is not available, the cluster of points for bands 1 and
2 centers at x - -0. 3g and y = -0.38. All points for these bands are within
half a pixel of this average position, Since the number of available match
i
points is below 100 in half of these measurements, this dispersion is in
agraernent with the discussion of paragraph 3. 2. The effect of the filtering




^.. ` °	 The action of the filters in srr3oothing the gradient histogr.arn is shown
a




samples for the lb directions (see Figure Z-a} is tabulated. Both band 1 and
i i	 band Z are included for bath windows of the image pair, For these measure,
^..._i	 znents, a minirn.urn gradient amplitude of 2 was selected, with a minimum
subset length of 3.	 ^
--^	 At the right df Table 3-3, computations were rriade of the ratio of the
f--,
	
number of .vertical gradient samples to the nucr^.ber of horizontal . samples.	 jf	 ^
-- ^	 The vertical filters clearly perform a smoothing action. In a homogeneousi
•'. 	 image, on.e would expect to achieve values s.pproaching unity for these ratios..
^ ^^ L
	
However, as is evident .from Figure z-5, the horizontal line structure (with
' f._ ;
	
vertical gradients) predominates over the vertical structure.
€ ^--•` ^
	
	 In summary, it was concluded. that the choice of a filter and preprocessor
thresholds .'s n.ot critical, provided that sufficient matching endpoints•are
i
..	 available. Because it prov3.des smoothing action against sensor striping, as
^_ .i
	 yell as the - calculated arn.ount of vertical correlation,. the vertical filter with
^-	 a correlation factor of 0. 4 was chosen for the later tests. The selected













GRADIENT DIRECTION ^IISTOGRAMS FOR ^TARIOUS PREFILTERS
FOR WINDOWS IN T'IGURE 2w2
g ireatianafGradferu






9 Rl g2 ^ $1182Gred MSL $or:d 4na9a 1 2 3 4 5 0 7 g 9 IG I1 12 13 14 i5 16
1.	 NoFi[ter 2 3 7 1 iG9 204 250 G2$ 77F 625 329 356 178 284 230 464 Ei3q 438 338 333 77111 G4 8311378 4.0 3.7 8,3
2.	 Oi^e5lageVert
	 K^$.4 2 3 1 1 154 224 234 407 539 303 217 41it 171 210 215 339 447 338 3tlU 412 5391159 4471171 3.6 2.6 6.1
3.	 pnaSta6c5stuare 2 3 i i 105 b4 119 459 637 296 249 252 I4G fl3 135 313 399 277 241 398 534lt85 38911 g 6^ .ri.l 2.73 7.8
4.	 TwnSra9eSquarc 2 3 1 1 55 7U 122 432 480 227 232 244 184 72 I81 279 337 236 218 253 48EU66 3371104 8.7 3.24 11.9
5.	 pneSlape Vert. K = 1 2 3 1 1 379 178 233 481 451 322 323 390 171 191 1GA 329 985 399 254 A28 4511179 3051731 25 2.2 4,7
G 1 5 138 133 305 494 873 399 415 2U1 108 176 2U2 3fiII 'v2fi 399 294 297 813!138 620!368 G.3 3,1 9.4
7 ] 5 138 21$ 149 391 133 242 385 400 153 170 177 397 312 254 29U 343 433113U 3771153 3,3 2.1 5-4
5	 (Samc1 1 5 70 4g 105 307 429 21U 202 248 137 CD 186 25A 359 202 15U 23G 429!70 338!137 6.1 2.5 $,G
g l 5 50 32 73 347 395 149 201 279 184 6i 77 239 ?78 221 141 22T 385158 27971$4 7.7 2.0 10.3
18 1 6 13fi 128 24g 375 367 249 340 333 185 131 128 271 319 208 22p 328 3971136 7!9!1$5 2.8 i.7 4.6
11 2 2 279 208 352 952 915 507 477 467 256 231 2112 544 737 619 422 615 915!219 761!258 4.2 2.9 7,1
12 2 2 204 244 24U 323 GG1 388 424 370 240 288 235 412 GGU 409 313 5G7 0011294 6891290 3.2 1.7 4.9
13	 I5ame1 2 2 169 724 159 398 734 371 297 449 174 130 131 395 578 452 331 325 7141157 510!179 4.6 2.9 7.4
14 2 2 703 92 146 521 UGl 278 270 4BU 137 99 110 354 483 423 254 397 6811193 493!137 6A 2,8 9.3
15 2 2 214 221 219 555 Gq 7 A87 372 510 212 281 292 393 472 447 337 - 497 647!214 472!242 3.9 2.0 5 D
1G 2 G 245 783 350 648 UA7 467 v27 •135 211 233 211 470 737 659 401 311 8971246 739.+291 3.7 25 6.2
17 2 8 2(12 202 . 244 495 G5] 318 412 387 259 299 250 383 512 371 31 p 405 65112U2 5177259 3,2 2,8 5.2
I8	 !Sams!
	 - 2 6 147 86 147 486 692 281 346 45U 283 109 131 309 513 36U 207 355 8971147 513!283 A.7 2.5 7.2
^g 2 0 193 77 12A 401 624 234 393 •388 148 83 113 332 451 353 216 341 0281183 4511546 0.0 3.8 9.tl
28 2 G 185 191 288 499 053 327 449 540 255 222 2fiT 363 477 301 345 481 0331195 477/250 3.2 1.8 5.1
I6 0803 T 13
f	 4	
► 	 ^^ ^	 w'^nnla^.ta






minim^Im subset length of 3. Furthermore, because of limitations on the
available number of Subsets for this windot^t Size, it was decided to perform
^. _.
the rexx^aiz^i.ng tests using bands 1 and 2.
^^
3. a 1Vteasurement of a Distortion Matrix between Multitemporal Images
Following the selection of procESSOr parameters, it was decided to per-
	
^_ ^	 form relative registration measurez:c^.ents on a regular zxsatrix of positions
between t^,vo multitemparal images. The images selected were 1703»I7590
i
	
. ^ i	 (Reel 2) and 173917575 (Reel 2), as shown in Figure 2»2. The matrix con(....._;
-,




	^ l	 The upper Ieft corner of the first window of the matrix was located an the
NASA tapes as follows:
. _.




173917575: x = 6
v= lI
This area corresponds to the mountainous terrain at the top of Figure 2»2.
	
-^	 In accordance with the discussion introducing paragraph 3. 2, it was de-
cided to estimate ground truth for these multitemporal images by averaging
^,: the measurements for bands I and 2. '?'ha offset will be identical for each
of these multispectral pairs, but the data for each pair should be largely
t_._^ independent. As explained in. paragraph 3. 3, use of bands 3 and 4 was re-
jected because of a limited availability of match goints. Although conven^
	
^^	 tional correlation techniques rs^.ight be used as an alternate measurement, its
a
superior r4liability is not assured. Visual compaxisox^. between image
^..
samples could not hope to produce satisfactory results to the precision of
a small fraction of a pixel as required here,
Registration measurements for the distortion matrix are contained in
^: -
'? Tables 3^4 and 3»5. These tables differ in the choice of the match window
size used for- the measurements (see Figure 2dll}. For the xx}.easurements















MULTITEMx'ORAL REGISTRATION MEASUREMENTS r'OR A MATRIX OF LOCATIONS
IN THE IMAGES IN FIGURE 2^2 (MATCH WINDOW b .x 6 PIXELS)
Location Band SuUsots X 4X Y ;^,Y
tnterpnlation
X	 Y Matchas
1 i 392/373 2 -D,D7 + O,G3 G ^O.OG t0.53 2.1D + 6.70 290
1I7	 212 2 400140D 2 -0,02 ^ 0.52 6 -0.23 t D.49 2.04 ] G.32 348
2 1 374!362 3 -0.57 -r 4,09 5 -0.56 t 0.05 3.87 r 5.92 24♦)
515	 1/1 2 4D01400 3 •0.05 
t- 
0.19 5 -0.51 + q.OD 3.74 + 6.00 335
3 1 2881255 5 -D.10 i 0.37 5 D,1G ^ D,61 5.13 + 5.23 185
'819 2 40D/440 5 •0:23 + p.;t5 5 D.13 i 4.57 5.40 + 5.20 379
4 7 2571209 7 -0.2G t-'0.35 5 -0.4J .i 0.64 7.42 + 5.12 1G3
13113 2 400140D 7 •0.13 + 0.36 5 -0.04 t 4.54. 7.22 + 5.D7 323
5 1 4D01440 0 -0.21 + 0.24 3 ^D.30 t O.i7 0.47 ^^ 3.54 25G
17117 18118 2 4001400 D -D,30 E U.12 3 0.30 + 0.7.2 O.7G + 3.58 308
G 1 4001358 2 -0,20 + 0.31 3 0.17 i D.3D 2.39 + 3.3G 233
21121 22.^"a2 2 4401400 2 -DA1 t D.2fi 3 -0.27 + 0.26 7.67 .F 3.51 337
7 i 40D1440 4 •0.11 + D.3fl ^ -0.02 r 0.48 4.2G t 3,04 312
25125 26/2G 2 400!400 4 -D:20 + 0-25 3 -0.15 t 0.3G 4.44 + 3.29 345
8 1 4001337 5 -0.59 r D.D4 2 -0.30 t 0.2D 5.93 t 2.G0 254
29129 30/3D 2 400/400 F, D.53 i 0.D4 2 0.37 t 0.08 5.93 a 3.00 291
9 1 ^	 40G/4v0 - 1 -0.45 + 0.D6 1 4.2G .t D.27 i + 0.88 .t. 1.49 2G7
33/33 3/i /34 2 4001400 ^1 -0.37 k. 0,1D 1 0.26 t 0.38 -1 +0.79+1.41 27fi
10 9 4001382 0 ^D.53-} 0.06 1 -D.18 t 0.22 0.87 t 1.45 256
37137 2 404I40D 1 -D.2D + 0.34 i 0.23 ^ 4.23 1.38 + 1.50 285
i1 1 4DD/392 2 •0,24 .t. 0,22 0 D.47 - D.0] 2.57+ 0.98 254
41141 -42142 2 4001400 2 -0.44 + 0,49 1 -0.02 r 0.41 2,83 i 1.05 281
12 1 4001298. 4 -0.22 + D.1 G 0 0.35 t 0-08 4.61 t 0.81 183
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MUL'I'ITEMPORAL REGISTRATION MEASUREMENTS FOR A MATRIX OF
'	 LOCATIONS IN THE IMAGES L11 FIGURE 2-2
^f.	 (MATCH WINDOW 4 ^ 4 PIXELS}
t^,
fnterROlatian
Location Band Subsets X 4X Y aY X	 Y Matches
1	 11 t 1 3@21373 2 •0.07 + 0.59 $ •D.20 + D.58 2.11	 + 6.26 248
212 2 g00l400 2 -0.08 + U.53 fi -0.26 + D.4fi 2.13	 + 6.36 282.
2	 515 t 3741362 3 -0.43+0,15 5 •0.51 +0.3D 3.74	 +5.84 209
6/6 2 qD0/400. 3 •0.5i +O.i6 5 •0.61 + O.D7 3.7fi	 + 5.90 262
3	 919 1 2881255 5 •0.13 + 0.51 5 -D.12 + 0.67 5.20	 + 5.35 149
i8/1D 2 400140D 5 •0.25+0.19 5 •O.i5+0.55 5.57	 +5,2i 253
4	 13113 i 2fi7/209 7 •0.03 + •0.91 5 •0.06 + D.46 7.07	 + 5.1 i 134
10114 2 4001400 7 •0.t3+4.54 5 -0.07+0.57 7.19	 +5.73 266
S	 i 71 3 400140D 0 •4.28 + 4.30 3 •D.37 +0.15 0,49	 + 3.93 ; 96
181 2 4001404 0 •0,37+-D.i3 3 •0.39+4.13 D.74	 +3.75 240
6	 211 1 4401358 2 •D.22 + 0.29 3 -0.21 + D,38 2.43	 + 3.36 180
22! 2 4001440 2 •0.42 + 0,24. 3 •0,38 + 0.29 2.64	 + 3.57 272
7	 251 1 4D01400 4 •0.10 + 0.41 3 •D.04 + 0.52 4.20	 + 3.07 228
261 2 4001400 4 -0,23 + D.26 3 -0.03 i- 0.39 4.47	 + 3.07 229
8	 29! 1 4001337 5 •0.62 + 0.04 2 -D.43 + 0.17 5.94	 + 2.72 T88
30/ 2 4001440 5 •0.53 + 0.07 2
^
•0.47 + 0.03 S.8$	 * 2.84 22]
9	 331 i 4001400 •1 •0.46+0.16 1 •O.i7+0,31 •1	 10.75 +3.35 209
341 2 4001440 •1 •D.44 + 0.19 1
^	
•D.23 +D,23 • i	 + 0.69 + a.50 208
10	 371 1 400/382 3 •0.08 + 0,49 t •D.17 + 0.55 1.14	 + 7.24 189
381 2 4001400 1 •D.16 + 0.41 1 •0.19 + D.27 1.30	 + 3.41 228
1 ]	 411 1 4001392 3 •0.00 + 0.47 0 -0.64 -0.08 3.00	 + 1.00 175
421 2 4001400 3 •D.04 + 0.47 i -D.Ofi + 0.54 3.08	 + 7.1 D 207.
i 2	 451 1 400/298 4 •0.34 + 0,20 0 -0.45 + D.15 4.63	 + 0.75 137
2 40D/4D0 4 •0.36 + 0.15 0 •0.35 ^ 0.20 4.71	 + 0.64 210
13	 491 1 4001389 •2 •0.39 + 0.14 •t -0.25 + 0.30 •2 + 0.74 - 1 + 4.46 209
50 2 4001440 -2 •0.35+0.77 -] •D.54+0.07 •2+O.fi6-1+ 0.11 236
14	 531 1 39$1274 0 •0.05 + 0.43 •1 •0.23 :^ D.51 0 + 0.10 . 1 + 0.29 149
541 "e 4001400 0 •O.n2 +0,48 •1 •0,35 + D.20 0 + 0.04 . 1 + O.fi4 18fi
15	 571 1 4001329 1 •0.45+4.14 -2 •O,Q4±0.]2 1.74	 -2+D.79 i72
58C 2 4001400 1 •0.43 + 0.01 •2 •0.32 + 0.14 2.00	 •2 + 0.70 195
16	 61 1 40DI342 3 •0.29 + 0.01 -2 q .29 + 0.16 3.96	 •2.fi6 17i
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Far the measurements in Table 3^5, the window size teas reduced to 4 x 4 	 ..
pixels. Reduction of the window size, if otherwise satisfactory, reduces
the computational load in the processor far a gi , ve.n image area. Based upon 	 --^--
the first l2 xneasuremex^ts, the 4 by ^? match vcrindow appeared satisfactory, 	 ^.
hence the matrix of I6 positions was completed with the a by 4 window aic;ne.	 -
It will be noted in Tables 3 -^• and 3 -5 that an upper value of 400 subsets 	 ---
acccirs on xxiany windows. This value represents the subset storage limzta-
.^. a
Lion in the computer simulation program. If this Limit is reached in either 	 _-_,
image, the effective registration area between them is reduced at their lower
end. However, the registration accuracy is based an. the number of end-	 --	 '
points used i.n the comptxtatian; their specific location is not involved. 	 "--
Adisplay of the' array of zneasw .rements for the 16^point matrix is shorn
_.._^by Figure 3-3. Front these data, it is apparent that a relative orientation
and scale differer_ce exists between the images. The rotation is approxiw
mately 0. 24 degree. The scale difference is 0. 9 percent.
Estimation of registration accuracy using these data viii be carried out i
•	 ^	 ^in paragraph 3.. 7.
3. 5 Measurement of a Distortion Matri.^ between Processed Multitem oral
zx^.a ge s
The next tapes receivedfrom NASA consisted of Reels IVo. Z for images 	 "'-
1062-. I519Q anal 1080 - I5192 ( Chesapeake Bay region). These tapes were
understood to be corrected in registration. They each contain a rectangular 	 ^- ^	 j
window of 800 pixels in width by 32p 0 pixels in height. It was desired to




A series of 2Q registration measurements were made on the pair, includes 	 __ j
ing comparison measurements for bands 1 (•4) and 2 (5) at I2 locations.	 ^	 -.-
Four pairs of measurements were tirade at a separation of 200 pixels at the
top of the images; four in the middle and four at the bott^^xr^. Data for these	 •
	
__ .	 ^
xn.easurernexits are contained in Table 3-b and platted in Figure 3,.a.
3-1Q	 ^	 i
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MULTITEMPORAL MEASUREMENTS I'4R PRC]GESSED TAPES OF THE
C^-IESAPEAK BAY REGION
[nter^ofation
i.-ocation Pair Band Subsets X Q X Y DY X Y Matches
1 1A16 1 4001324 -1 -0.43+ 0.19 -i -0.20 + 0.51 •i + O.G9 •1 + 0.28 172
2A26 2 40D1400 --3 •0,33+0.21 -^1 -D.10+0.37 •1+0.61 •3+0.21 228
2 5A56 1 2901297 -1 -0.56+ 0.23 -1 •0,25 ^^ 0.27 •1 + 0.71 -1 + 0.48 216
6A66 2 4001400 -1 -0.46 -^ 0.27 ---1 •0.19 + 0.41 -1 + 0,63 -3 {^ 0.32 310
3 9A98 1 3D7/994 -3 •0.57 + 0.25 -1 •0.41 +0.30 -3 + p,70 -1 + 0.58 234
70A106 2 4001400 A-] 0,4$' + 0 ,28 --i -0.38 + 0.31 -1 .F 0.62 -i + 0,55 318
4 13Ai3B 1 193/221 -1 •0.46 + 0.39 -1 -0,61 + 0.23 •i + 0.54 •1 + 0.73 138
14A14B 2 3591323 -1 -0,50 + 0.31 -1 •0.57 F 0.15 •1 + 0.62 •1 + 0.79 267
5 17A178 1 2471254 0 -0,15 h 0.63 --1 -0.61 + 0.11 D + O.i9 -1 + 0.85 202
18A168 2 3541329 0 •0.23 -^- 0,64 -i -0.40 ^	 0.31 0 + 0,2G -1 ^- 0.57 294
6 21 1 2511239 0 -0.20 + fl.74 -1 •0.58 .^. 0.01 0 + 0,21 -1 + 1.01 i 59
22 2 3781305 0 •0:16 + p,63 -1 ^0.6D + 0.15 0 a 0.21 -1 + 0.80 253
7 25 1 322!298 0 •0.09 + 0,66 -1 -0.48 r 0.01 0 + 0.12 -1 + 0,98 203
26 2 393/37T 0 •0.12 + 0.61 - l •0.413 + 0.15 0 + D.16 -1 + 0.7G 274
8 29 1 400/400 0 -0.11 + 0.60 -1 -0.61 + 0.00 0 a 0.35 -1 + 1.00 343
30 2 40D/400 0 -0,03 + 0.79 -i -0.60 ^ 0.10 U + 0.04 •1 + 0,86 373
9 33 1 81!99 -1 •0.67-0.10 U -0.19 i	 f1.40 -1 + 1.18 0 + 0.32 38
34 2 1631176 - 1 -0.60 .t O.i3 0 •O.i6 +0.59 •1 ^^ 0.82 0 + 0.21 115
10 37 1 63178 -1 -0.73 i 0.20 0 •0.58 -s 0.10 -i + 0.78 0 + 0,85 45
38 2 110/129 --1 •O.G9 + 0.74 0 0.22 i 0.52 -1 + 0.83 0 + 0.31 109
11 41 1 1121196 -1 •0.50 i 0.31 0 •0.32 t 0.32 1 + 0.62 0 + 0.50 86
42 2 2021278 0 -0.05 -F D.62 0 -0.17 i 0.46 0 + 0.08 0 ^- 0.27 20D
12 45 1 1141784 -3 -0.63 + 0,05 0 -0.10 ^ ► 0,63 •1 + 0.94 0 ^O.i4 101
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Figure 3^4, Multiterrlporal Measurements for Processed Tapes
of the. Chesapeake Bay Region
It is evident that the distortion between these images is less than ^. pixel.
However, based aeon. the clustering of the m.easuxernents for top, zxai.ddle,
and bottom, a waxpi_^g to the right exists in the middle of image B relative
to image A.
It is of interest that the selection of the xneasurexnent matrix did net
involve prior examination of the image axeas.
3. 6 Quality MEasurernents os^. Specially Processed Multitexn.poral Images
This series of rnea.suremeta.ts is a quality determination of an attempt to
insert a. window of image 1739 into im^.ge 1703 (see Figure DMZ). The
coordi^.s.tes of the insert in image 17D3 are shown. ira Figure 3^5, along with
the results obtained. The data axe ^:on.tai.ned in 'fable 3-7. For this test
only image data for band 2 (5) were supplied.
The data of Figure 3-5 show that at the top of the insert its position is
lay=.-ered relative to 1703 (y' is positive), while at ^.e bottom, it is raised
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X YLocation 5^'sasets X pX Y pX Matches
1 400/44D -1 -D.41 1-0.17 1 •D.39 + D.37 -1 +D.72 i +0.56 18D
5D.75D
1 -0.34 -t- O.i4 -1 + D.27 ^	 i + 0.71 1992 400I4DD -1 -0.08 -^- 0.22
25D,75D
3 400140D -# •0.42 + 0.18 1 -0.34 + D.28 -1 + 0.72 9 •F D.52 i 9#
450,75D
4 400l40D -1 -0.36 +D.1 D 1 •D.42 +0.09 -7 + 0.78 i + D.82 223
65D,750
;: 2^J8I349 0 -0.11 -F 0.35 2 -O.D1 + 0.44 D + 0.24 2 + 0.02 142
50,i DqD
8 400I4D0 --1 -0.47 -E O.D3 1 -0.54 + •D,Di -1 +D.92 1 + 0.98 2D4
250,100D
7 4001900 ^1 -0.43 •i- 0.08 . 1 -0.3D + O.Z5 -i +0.84 1 + 0.55 239
450, i 000
8 4DDI400 D -0.56 + 0.01 1 -0.2i •^• D.26 0 +D.02 1 + 0.45 237
650,1 DOD
9 281/4D0 -1 •D, i 7 + 0.18 -2 -0.42 .i. D.10 -i +D.99 -2 -t- 0,81 159
50, i 250
1D 225125E D -0.23 + D.^9 -i -D.D2 -^- 0.35 D +DA4 -1 + 0.05 135
25D,1250
11 2081237 0 -0,08 + D.39 -2 -0.53 + O.i 0 0 -^- 0.17 -2 + 0.84 i 43
450,125D




3. 7 Estimate of Registration. Accuracy_
Determination of registration accuracy is based upon a comparison with
ground truth.. As explained i.n paragraph 3. 4, an estimate of ground truth is
xxiade far the xnultitem.poral images by averaging measurements for bands
1 and 2. Table 3-$ includes a collection of difference carx^.ponents (4x, dy)
for the measurements of bands l and 2 from Tables 3-4, 3-5, and 3-^6.
From these components, the magnitude of the radial registration error for
either band alone is
0 =^ (^1 2 ^- (DY)Z	 (3-1)2
This farxnula assumes that the measured difference between the two dis-
placement vectors at a given location results from combining two error
vectors having a random angular relationship. Ln accordance with equation
2-3, an estimate for the value of one of them. would be the value _Far Q shown
by equation 3 -1.	 .
Iri addition to the caxnputed values for ^, Table 3-$ indicates the number
of matching endpoint pairs obtained for both band L and band. 2 i.n .each case.
At the bottom. of Table 3-$ are shown the mean errors ^ , for. each set of
measurements and far the group as a whale. The rn^.s value, D	 , is also
rm.s
corx^.puted. Tn accordance with previous comn^.ent, d 	 is the xnaxixnum
rms
Likelihood estimate of the radial registration error.
A histogram of these error measurements is spawn by Figure 3 -5, includ^
ing the location of the average and rms error values. The following camrn.ents
seem appropriate with respect to these results:
a. None of the estimated errors exceeds 0, a5 pixel
b. L3oth the average ax^.d rms valcie.s of the error are Less. khan
D. ZO pixel
c. Two of the three estirx^zates. above Q. 30. pixel are based on limited.






























ERROI:^ COMPUTATIONS FROM EARLIER REGISTRATION MEASUREMENTS
w
tN
Frain Table &9 Frar Table 3 5 From Table 3.6
Lflcation t:X A`1 A Matches AX pY ,;1 Matches AX aY A Matches
i 0.06 0,22 0.16 290/3A6 0.02 0.10 0.07 246/282 0.08 0.07 0.07 1721226
2 0.13 0.08 0.71 2801335 0.02 0.06 D.04 209/2fi2 D.DB D.16 D.13 2161310
3 0.27 0.01 0.19 1851319 D.37 O.OG 0,27 149/253 0.06 0.03 O.Ofi 2341318
4 0.22 0.05 0.14 1631323 0.12 0 0.08 13912fiG 0.06 D.Ofi D.07 1361267
5 D,29 O.OG D.21 2561306 0.25 0.04 0.18 1951240 D.07 0.28 0.20 2021294
6 0.22 0.15 0.19 233/337 0.21 0.21 0.2 i 1801272 D 0.21 0.15 1591251
7 0.18 0.25 0.22 3121305 0.27 0 0.19 2261229 D.02 D.22 D.i& 2031274
8 0 0.90 0.28 2501291 O.OG 0.22 0.16 1881221 0,12 D 14 0.13 3431373
9 Q09 0.0$ 0.09 2671276 0.06 0.15 0.11 209!208 0,36 0.11 0.27 381115
10 -0.51 0.05 0.36 25612$5 0.1 G 0.17 0.17 1891228 0,05 0.54 0.38 45/109
11 0.31 O.D7 0.22 2591281 0.08 0.10 0.09 ] 751207 0.59 4.23 0.45 88/200
i 2 0.02 U.D9 0.07 1831274 D.0 B 0.11 0.10 1371210 0.17 0.1 D 0.14 10111 G3
13 0.08 0.35 D.25 209!238
14 0:06 0.35 0.2ra 7 4911 $G
15 0.2G O.D9 0.19 1721195
1 fi 0.19 0.06 0.14 1711225
A 0.185 0.15fi 0.1$9
Arms 0.201 0.169 0,218
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Figure 3 -6. Histogram o.t Estimated Era-or for 40 Measurements
d. The registration nzeas^.rements were made in accordance with a
fixed positional matrix. No attempt eras n^.ade ts^ choose matching areas.
e. Tt should be noted that the data frcn^ Tables 3-4 and 3..5 are
correlated to the extent that the same preprocessor outputs were used for
locations 1M 12. Hoirrever, a different matching v;ri^.daw size was used
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Figure 1- 1. View of til^estinehouse t-'attern Recognition Laboratory
showing the Breadboard Dijital Image Processor 	
_z.i
devices, video tape recording equipment, and test instrumentation. A con-	 i
sole on the bench at right supplies the minicomputer program via punched
paper tape. A configuration of this kind could be programmed to perform 	
3_. ^
registration operations.
4. 2 Programmable Processor (General-Purpose Computer 	 ._{
The output of the preprocessor (subsets) will be fed directly to a buffer
associated zvith the programmable processor. The processor must then
accomplish the following functions:
1. Bir_ninQ of subsets in accordance with the registration window
format
2. Generation of a search array from the stored subsets of the
reference window.
^. Proximity search of subset endpoints from the incoming window





4. Check of matching subset endpoints
	
^^^^	 5. Computation of indicated and relative displacements.
	
^'^	 The computation of displacernexats is a relatively minor portion of the com-
	
^-^'	 pater load. Consequently, search operations far up to IO pixels around a
given point can easily be accoxximodated. Initial acquisition should be
possible between LANDSAT iar^.ages on this basis, 	 ^	 ^
a
	
y	 The specific deterzni.nation of pixel throughput rates will depend on a	 ^ 3
detailed examination of processor characteristics and the determination of
the data format, including desired accuracy, spacing of registration windows, 	 ^
	
^^	 and image dimensions. However, it is proposed to select a specific set of
	
^'	 operating conditions so as to provide an indication of the system capability.
If we assume an image width of c ^^^^^ pixels, of any length, and with registra- 	 9
lion windows spaced 200 pixels apart both across and down, then at a
I-xneg3pixel-per-second processing rate, a set o£ four windows wi11 be
a .:
processed every 0. Ib second. If it is further assumed that 200 subsets
3(400 endpoints) will be available, on the average, in each window and that
	
.__.	 y
I50 matches will be obtained per window, then. the number of equivalent add
operations required by the processor will be approximately I50, 000. zf the
	
_	
processor add tixxxe is I microsecond, the processor will complete the re-
	




second. Accuracy will be a.n the neighbar^!ood of 0. 3 pixel, Laitial acquisi-
	
. _
	 lion will be possible as well as continued registration.
3




processing speed, and the size and capability of the general-purpose
a processor. As explained in paragraph 2. 3; accuracies approaching 0. I	 ",
	
j.	 pixel should be obtained by increasing the Level of matches to $00 (a factor
^:
o£ 5). The processing load would be increased. wader these conditions by a
.	 z.:	 corresponding amount,
	












zt is concluded that the primary objectives of this program have been rrkct.
The Westinghouse registration techniques appear capable of performing on
LANDSAT images, on either a multispectral or multitemporal basis, to
accuracies ak a small fraction a.£ a pixel. They are insensitive to the choice
of registration area, provided terrain detail is available, which suggests
application to automated systems. They rs^ay be implemented at megapir_el-
per-second rates, using commercial minicomputers in combination with a
special-purpose preprocessor. ^n this cox^.figuratio±^, they could find appli-
cation as a rapid means for assessing image genrs3etric quality.
5.l ConclLtsians
More detailed conclusions are as follows:
a. Reasonable agreemexkt ^;as found between the estimated accuracy
(paragraph ^. 3) and the measured accuracy, bath multispectral (paragraph
3. Z) and multitemporal (paragraph 3. 7).
b. The Y^ighest value of estimated registration error was U. ^5 pixel.
Far a series of ^0 measurements, both the mean radial error and rms
radial error were less than 0. 20 pi.:,el (paragraph 3. 7).
c. Ark indication of measurement quality is giver by the number of
matches involved in the compu.tatioxk (paragraph 2. 3).








The following reco^.x^.nendations are made:
a. For implementation of these registration techniques as a quality
control tool, a brief study of the desired system configuration should be
rxzade, including the available general.-purpose processor, image formats,
	
^ '
axed speed and accuracy requirements. Acquisition of a preprocessor should	 "
be considered,
b. Additional statistical data collection might be of interest, to in-
chicle;
1. Effects of cloud cover
	 ^^
2. Effects of water areas
3, Additional examinatiatx of performance with bands 3 and ^
a
4. Measurements to establish accuracy to 0. l pixel.
